
              

           Ural Forest Mountains  
     
     The Ural Mountains are a mountain range of  Hercynian
 origin which lies to the east of  Europe and bordering Asia. 
     Its vegetation is equal on both sides.
     Its highest point is Mount Narodnaya with 1895 meters 
 of altitude.
     The floor of the Ural Mountains are rich in 
 iron,coal,oil,etc...There are volcanic areas,but not all
 volcanic rocks.
     Major rivers that pass or are born in the Ural Mountains 
 are :Ufa ,Ural and SmaraRiver.
     Polar climate is cold in winter and in summer the tempe-
 rature reaches 16 degrees.In its flora they are different typ-
 es such as pine, fir, larch, ash ,aspen and birch.Its faunais 
 rich in different types such as bears, lynx, wolves, martens, 
 foxes, the sable and different types of birds.



•* Fauna *
     Ural forests are inhabited by animals typical of 
Siberia, such as elk, brown bear, fox, wolf, wolverine, 
linx, squirrel and sable(north only). Because of the easy 
accessibility of the mountains there are no specifically 
mountanous species. In the Middle Ural, one can meet a 
rare mixture of sable and pine marten named kidus. In 
the Southern Ural, frequent are badger and black 
polecat. Reptiles and amphibians live mostly in the 
Southern and Central Ural and are represented by the 
common viper, lizards and grass snakes. Bird species 
are represented by capercaillie, black grouse, hazel 
grouse, Spotted Nutcracker and cuckoos. In summers, 
South and Middle Urals are visited by songbirds, such 
as nightingale and redstart.
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      * Flora *
     The landscapes of Urals change both in the latitudinal and 
vertical directions and are dominated by forests and steppes. The 
southern area of the Mughalzhar Hills is a semidesert. Steppes lie 
mostly in the southern and especially south-eastern Urals. 
Meadow steppes have developed in the lower parts of mountain 
slopes and are covered with zigzag and mountain clovers The 
steep gravelly slopes of mountains and hills of eastern slopes of 
the Southern Ural are mostly covered with rocky steppes. Valleys 
of the rivers  contain  willow, poplar and caragana shrubs.
Forest landscapes of Urals are diverse, especially the southern 
part. The western areas are dominated by dark coniferous taiga 
forests which change to mixed and deciduous forests on the south. 
The eastern mountain slopes have light coniferous taiga forests. 
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